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Abstract VLBI-observations of GNSS-signals have
been discussed for several years as a apossible approach
to improve the accuracy of the terrestrial reference
frame. Several experimental observing sessions have
been performed during the last years, primarily with
regional VLBI networks in Europe and Australia.
Here we present VLBI observations of GNSS-signals
performed on an intercontinental baseline between
Onsala (Europe) and Hartebeesthoek (Africa). These
observations are part of a ESA pilot project within the
Alcantara programme of the European Space Agency
(ESA) and aim at achieving synergies between VLBI
and GNSS. Data were collected during several sessions
in 2017, successfully correlated and post-processed,
and analyzed with a geodetic VLBI data analysis
software. The results show that ... We briefly describe
these sessions, and present first preliminary results.
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1 Introduction

A global geodetic terrestrial reference frame, such as
the international terrestrial reference frame (ITRF) (Al-
tamimi et al., 2011, 2016) is of great importance for so-
ciety (United Nations, 2015). However, the current qual-
ity of the global terrestrial reference frame is regarded
as still being insufficient for studies concerning global
change processes, such as sea level rise (Blewitt et al.,
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2010). In particular the quality of the so-called local ties
at co-location stations is often suspected to be the rea-
son for the insufficient qualify of the ITRF (Altamimi
et al., 2011; Seitz et al., 2012).

As one promising approach to improve the consis-
tency and accuracy of the global terrestrial reference
frame the idea of co-location onboard satellites has been
proposed (Rothacher et al., 2009). This includes dedi-
cated multi-technique co-location satellites such as the
Chinese APOD (Tang et al., 2016) or the proposed E-
GRASP satellite (Biancale et al., 2017), but involves
also VLBI observations of GNSS satellites. Concerning
the latter, simulation studies performed by Plank et al.
(2014) showed promising results for VLBI observations
of GPS satellites in a seven station European VLBI net-
work, providing 3D station position repeatabilities on
the order of 5–10 mm.

Test observations of GNSS signals were performed
during the last years mainly with VLBI stations in either
Europe or Australia. Often observations were performed
on a single baseline only. The stations involved were
primarily Onsala, Medicina, Noto, Wettzell in Europe,
e.g. (Tornatore et al., 2011; Haas et al., 2014, 2015) and
Hobart and Ceduna in Australia (Plank et al., 2017).

These stations involved are equipped with L-band
receiving systems, the European stations with dual cir-
cular polarisation, and the Australian ones with dual lin-
ear polarisation. Most of the L-band systems are band-
width restricted, i.e. it is not possible to observe si-
multaneously both the GPS L1 (1575.42 MHz) and L2
(1227.60 MHz) frequency bands. Often the GPS L2 is
even out of the receiver capabilities, and form some
even GPS L1 is difficult to reach. However, for the latter
at least the GLONASS L1 ( 1600 MHz) was reachable.

Most of the telescopes involved do not yet allow
continuous tracking of orbiting objects, so that a stop-
and-go type of observing strategy with update intervals
on the order of 10 s to 15 s had to be used to follow the
satellites.

Inspired by the promising simulation study (Plank
et al., 2014) and the successful test observations (Tor-
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natore et al., 2011; Haas et al., 2014, 2015; Plank et al.,
2017), ESA initiated a called for a pilot project within
its Alcantara programme on the topic of Synergies be-
tween VLBI and GNSS. The goals of this pilot project
are to study whether VLBI observations of GNSS sig-
nals really can be used to improve the terrestrial ref-
erence frames, to test intercontinental networks, and in
particular the impact of Galileo. We submitted a pro-
posal to this call and were lucky to get a contract for
this pilot project.

2 Observations

As part of the ESA pilot project, we performed in
2017 a number test experiments on the Onsala – Harte-
beesthoek baseline. The telescopes used are the 25 m
radio telescope at Onsala (ONSALA85) usually used
for astronomical VLBI, and the 26 m radio telescope
at Hartebeesthoek (HARTRAO) which is used for both
geodetic and astronomical VLBI. While ONSALA85
was involved in the first intercontinental geodetic VLBI
observations in the late 1960’ies and has been observing
the S-band part of geodetic S/X measurements together
with the Onsala 20 m telescope (ONSALA60), which
did the X-band part, in the late 1970’ies, it has not
been used for geodetic VLBI since then. The station
coordinates of ONSALA85 were determined from
local tie measurements (Lundqvist, 1982) and VLBI at
C-band (Charlot et al., 2001). HARTRAO on the other
hand is regularly used in geodetic VLBI in the IVS
observing programme and thus should have updated
and reliable coordinates.

Between January and July 2017 we organised in to-
tal eight so-called OHT-sessions. The backbone of these
sessions is the Onsala-Hartebeesthoek baseline. Since
the aim of the pilot project was to do real network ob-
servations, we tried to include additionally further tele-
sopes. For the most recent sessions in May and July we
were able to include additionally the Russian station Ze-
lenchukskaya. This station is also regularly participat-
ing in the geodetic VLBI observing plan and has well
established coordinates and promises to improve the ob-
serving geometry.

The observing plans were scheduled with the VieVs
scheduling tool (Hellerschmied et al., 2015). The first
tests were done focussing on to observe GPS satellites.
Then we also included GLONASS observations. How-
ever, we realized soon that the inclusion of GLONASS
caused difficulties due to the necessity to adjust the
observation frequency bands. Thus, we left the idea
of combined GPS and GLONASS observations again.
Instead, we added Galileo to the observing plan for

the more recent sessions. Galileo satellites also use the
same L1 center frequency as GPS, though the signal
characteristics are quite different.

Table 1 gives an overview of the so-far performed
OHT-sessions, with their dates, durations, participating
stations and GNSS observed. In the sequence of this
manuscript we will concentrate on the first three ses-
sions which involved one intercontinental baseline only.

Table 1: Overview of the VLBI sessions
Session date duration stations satellites
OHT1 2017-01-24 1 h O8 - Hh GPS
OHT2 2017-01-31 4 h O8 - Hh GPS + GLONASS
OHT6 2017-04-07 4 h O8 - Hh GPS + Galileo

OHT7 2017-05-22 2.5 h O8 - Hh - Zc GPS + Galileo
OHT8 2017-07-24 24 h O8 - Hh - Zc GPS + Galileo

The setup chosen for the OHT experiments was to
observe four channels of 16 MHz bandwidth (for OHT6
32 MHz), two in each polarisation, centered on the
GPS/Galileo L1 center frequency. For OHT2 the ob-
serving frequencies were adapted to the corresponding
GLONASS satellites, and on GPS L1 for GPS satellites.
Except for OHT1, also natural radio sources were ob-
served, typically at the beginning and the end of the ses-
sion and in regular intervals during the session. These
radio sources were rather near by the satellites, There-
for the observing frequencies for the radio sources were
slightly offset in order to avoid potential leaking of
satellite signals through e.g. side lobes.
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Fig. 1: Examples of spectra observed locally at Onsala during
session OHT6: Bandpass of a GPS satellite (left) and a Galileo
satellite (right). Shown are four channels covering 32 MHz.
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The plots presented in Fig. 1 are examples of the
spectra locally observed at Onsala during OHT6. Shown
are 4 observing channels of 32 MHz bandwidth. The
difference in the signal characteristics between GPS
(left) and Galileo (right) is clearly visible.

3 Data processing

The observed raw data were e-transferred to Onsala
and correlated there with the software correlator DiFX
(Deller et al., 2011). The a priori delays necessary for
the correlation of the satellite observations were deter-
mined with the C5++ software (Hobiger et al., 2010)
using near-field modeling following Duev et al. (2012).
Fringe-fitting was performed with the Fourfit program.

It turned out that the 10 s long scans gave rather high
SNR values, on the order of 10000 and more. As an
example the finge plot of GPS satellite PG03 observed
during OHT1 is presented in Fig. 2. With 10 s of data
SNR values of more than 11000 can be achieved. We
thus decided to split up the data into smaller pieces of
1 s for the correlation and fringe fitting, which still pro-
vided sufficiently high SNR values.
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Fig. 2: Fringe plot for GPS satellite PG03 observed on the base-
line Onsala-Hartebeesthoek during session OHT1.

4 Preliminary results

After correlation and fringe fitting the resulting de-
lay values were analysed using the C5++ software.
Standard routines were used for the processing. Tro-
pospheric information was used based on the GPT2
model and ionospheric corrections were applied based
on global TEC maps provided by the IGS.

Since HartRAO is an active IVS station with well
established coordinates in the ITRF it was used as
reference station for the data analysis, both concerning
the station position as well as concerning the reference
clock. Station position corrections were estimate for
ONSALA85, as well as clock offsets and rates. For
both station involved in the sessions, zenith wet delay
(ZWD) and station-dependent ionospheric biases were
estimated. Additionally, for each satellite observed,
a satellite-specific time bias was estimated. The lat-
ter were introduced to partly take care ionospheric
influences, as well as instrumental delays due to the
interaction of individual satellite signal structure and
filter characteristics of the receiving systems.

Unfortunately, the ionospheric corrections based
on global TEC maps do not give sufficient detail
and thus do not sufficiently remove the ionospheric
effects from the observed single frequency delays. As
a consequence, the other parameters that are estimated
in the data analysis will partly be absorbing remaining
ionospheric contributions. Therefore it is not mean-
ingful yet to investigate the estimated parameters in
detail.

Instead, as a quality measure, we have a look at the
post-fit residuals of the first three sessions. The post-fit
residuals of OHT1, OHT2 and OHT3 are presented in
Fig. 3, Fig. 4, and Fig. 5, respectively

It becomes evident that there are still systematics
left in the residuals. There is e.g. a kind of ”saw-tooth”
pattern within the 5 minutes long observing epochs per
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Fig. 4: Post-fit residuals for OHT2.
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Fig. 5: Post-fit residuals for OHT6.

satellite (see e.g. PG07 in Fig.3). This might be related
to the stop-and-go type of observation strategy where
the telescopes were repointed every 10 s to follow the
satellite passes. There are also ”satellite jumps” visible,
both between different satellites, but also when coming
back to the same satellite (see e.g. PG03 and PG07 in
Fig. 3, or PG06 in Fig. 4, or PG13 in Fig. 5). Some-
times there are ”satellite patterns”, i.e. residuals fading
in or fading out (see e.g. PR15 in Fig. 4), probably due
to tracking issues. And sometimes satellites show rather
large residuals due to so far unknown reasons (see e.g.
PE19 in Fig. 5). Thus, more work is needed in order to
understand these features. Table 2 provides some statis-
tical information on the analysis of all three stations.

Table 2: Statistics for the first three OHT sessions
Session duration observations post-fit RMS (m)
OHT1 1 h 1948 0.27
OHT2 4 h 3340 0.16
OHT6 4 h 5144 0.12

5 Conclusions

During 2017 we performed a serie of successful VLBI
observations of GNSS signals on an intercontinental
baseline between Onsala and Hartebeesthoek. Signals
of GPS, GLONASS and Galileo satellites were ob-
served and correlated. Even with data sets as short as
1 s sufficiently high SNR is achieved.

The geodetic analysis of these data was done with
C5++ and a number of parameters were estimated, in-
cluding station position, station clock parameters, and
troposphere parameters. The lack of ionospheric correc-
tion with sufficient detail and accuracy leads to that the
estimated parameters are influenced by these remaining
ionospheric effects. The post-fit residuals are on the or-
der of 12-27 cm. However, a number of systematic ef-
fects are left in the post-fit residuals, e.g. a ”saw-tooth”
pattern within the satellite scans, and ”satellite jumps”.
So, more work is needed to understand these systemat-
ics and to improve the performance. Further observing
sessions, preferably including more stations and with at
least 24 h observation time are planned to address these
issues. One aspect that in particular requires improve-
ment is the handling of ionospheric effects.

However, in general, we think that the approach to
observe GNSS-signals with VLBI radio telescopes is
promising. We thus support the ideas of to equip one or
several of the second generation Galileo satellites with
artificial senders for VLBI observations.
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